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The stars who went gay for pay · PinkNews
In the gay porn industry, there's a term used, “gay-for-pay,”
that refers to straight men who perform “gay” sex acts for
higher pay than they'd earn.
Gay-for-pay - Wikipedia
a straight actor who performs homosexual acts in pornographic
movies for the sole purpose of incurring monetary gain. A
straight guy that shags men on camera for money. Gay-for-pay
is the slang term accorded to male (and sometimes but less
frequently female) pornographic actors or.

PinkNews has compiled all a list of all the Hollywood stars
who have gone “gay for pay” on the big screen. We've also
explored the gay actors who have made a .

Christopher Zeischegg performed under the alias Danny Wylde
for roughly 10 years, during which time he featured in
approximately
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has long gone the way of anti-miscegenation laws, yet Prop 8
is still with us. Gary Nunn of The Guardiannoting that he grew
up as a closeted and confused boy, said that while he
understands gay people wanting to "redress the balance" of
"gay actors hav[ing] been told by Hollywood to stay in the
closet if they ever want to play a straight role" and straight
white men having more power and influence and access to better
jobs than other Gay for Pay (G-A-Y), "to demand that only gay
actors play gay roles is not the way to correct an inequality.
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